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National Conference

“Research, Consultancy and Innovation in Higher Educational Institutions - Issues and Challenges”

Date:
5th April 2016
Venue:
MSRCASC, Bangalore
Time:
9.00 am - 5.00 pm
About MSRCASC

M.S Ramaiah Institutions were established in 1962 by our founder Dr. M S Ramaiah to bridge the gap in the education system. He founded a galaxy of institutions, Medical, Engineering, Pharmacy, Dental, Hotel Management, Arts, Science and Commerce and has truly changed the world for the better. Dr. M. S Ramaiah, a gifted visionary, created the ideal launch pad for successful careers with the establishment of M.S Ramaiah College of Arts, Science and Commerce at the Undergraduate and Post Graduate levels.

The college is reaccredited with “A” Grade in third cycle by NAAC and is permanently affiliated to Bangalore University. It has produced several rank holders and has alumni in distinguished Institutions all over the world.

The College has a legacy of organizing National Conferences in various disciplines of Science, Commerce and Management in addition to Quality Initiatives in Higher Education.

Internal Quality Assurance Cell of the college takes pride in inviting you to the 2nd National Conference on Quality Enhancement in Higher Education.

About the conference:

Higher Education is one of the forefront areas in the development of a country. The Institutions accredited by NAAC have the onus to assure quality.

MSRCASC takes pleasure in organizing one day National Conference on “Research, Consultancy and Innovation in Higher Educational Institutions – Issues and Challenges”

The NAAC has emphasized the importance of building a quality research culture in not only post graduate colleges but also in undergraduate colleges and it evaluates every college on this aspect. The NAAC also has identified the need of every college collaborating with industries and assesses the colleges on their ability to build a strong sustained rapport with industries. The collaborations reach the students, the ultimate beneficiaries by exposing the students to the industrial trends. Yet another aspect that requires attention is innovation in various sectors of the functioning of a college. The NAAC grades the colleges on their capability to innovate in the fields of research, teaching, administration etc.

Bangalore university has introduced CBCS system that includes credits on curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities. The objective of the conference is to have elaborate discussions on the aspects relating to building research, industrial collaborations and innovations in the framework of CBCS. Every college seeks inputs on these areas to enhance higher education.

Subthemes:

- Challenges in building quality research environment in Higher Educational Institutions.
- Challenges in achieving the collaboration between education sector and industry for quality research.
- Innovative teaching and learning leading to the transformation in higher education.
- Good practices in long term collaborative programs leading to better employability by education and training.
- Innovations leading to skill development in students.
- Challenges and Innovations in implementing CBCS.

Registration fee:

1. Faculty members and research scholars –Rs. 500/-
2. Industry personnel-Rs. 800/-

Mode of payment-Payment shall be made in form of cash/ DD drawn in favor of The Principal, M.S Ramaiah College of Arts, Science and Commerce Payable at Bangalore

Papers are invited from the Academia and Industry Personnel.

Abstract submission by 25/02/16

Full length paper by 02/03/16

Guidelines for Paper/Article Submission

a) The articles should normally not exceed 4 (A4 size) pages, margin 1 inch on all sides, including figures, charts, graphs and tables, typed in 1.5 spaces in 12 point – in Times in New Roman font.

b) Articles should be submitted in the form of MS Word file through e-mail.

c) The article should contain i) Title of the article (in bold) ii) Name(s) of author iii) Professional affiliation iv) Postal address for correspondence and E-mail id. Kindly note the author's name should not be mentioned in any other page.

d) The abstract should be in about 250 to 300 words (Times in New Roman 12 point, single spacing and italics). Keywords should be provided.

e) References should be placed at the end and arranged alphabetically.

f) These must be sent by E-mail to the principal or IQAC mail.

g) Selected papers / articles will be published in the book bearing ISBN 978-81-927564-0-1

For more details contact

1. Principal <principal.msrsasc@gmail.com>
2. IQAC <iqac.msrsasc@gmail.com>

Accommodation will be provided to the outstation participants (Only on prior request).
M.S. Ramaiah College of Arts, Science and Commerce
MSRIT Post, MSR Nagar, Bangalore-560 054
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